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It's Orpheus When There's

Singing No 3

1978-79

Pencil on paper

112 x 147.5 cm

It's Orpheus When There's

Singing No 4

1978-79

Penal on paper

112x147.5 cm

According to Homeric Legend, it was Hermes, the
messenger of the gods, who invented writing. And

the story has it that he first of all confided his

invention to Zeus, adding that he intended to make

a gift of it to humankind. Zeus, apparently, was not
enthusiastic and begged him not to do so, fearing
thatit would resultin the loss of human memory.

For us today, this odd little story with its

roots in the pre-textual world, can be seen as an
expression of an exemplary fear: thatthrough the

all-pervasive power of coded inscription something

important has been lost; a sense of connectedness

or wholeness perhaps; the deep knowledge of social

life which subsists in the community of bodies. The
issue framed by this story then, is not simply about

the human capacity to recall hard information, but

more about writing's tendency to dismember and
disperse the human subject. If we can be forgiven
the impudence of attributing human thought to the

mind of a god. Zeus, who we might take as being
all-knowing, was surely never so naive as to have
suggested that through the invention of writing,

human beings would cease to be able to remember

anything at all - the date of the battle of Hastings,

family birthdays, or where they had parked the car

- but that the regulated space of written language
might render some of the shared aspects of human

knowledge, immemorial.
This notion of a primal linguistic space - a

domain of language which exists prior to the sign-

in which the potential for human communication

is neither distanced nor over-determined by the
constraining rules of syntax, has continued to

haunt modern linguistics. Roland Barthes, for
example, in a key short article of 1975, The Rustle

of Language1, writes about the possibility of such a
space in almost euphoric terms, describing it as an

'expanded' even 'limitless' space, constituted out

of the 'music of meaning'. In this 'utopic space',

language he argues, 'would be enlarged to the
point of forming a vast auditory fabric in which the

semantic apparatus would be made unreal' and the

'phonic, metric signifier would be deployed in all its

sumptuosity, without ever becoming detached from

it...'. Here, meaning would persist without being

'brutally dismissed'or'dogmatically foreclosed'
by the functional imperatives of the sign. Indeed,

to use Barthes' own words, 'it would be liberated
from all the aggressiveness of which the sign,

formed in the sad and fierce history of men, is

the Pandora's Box'.
This dream of returning to a social space

formed out of live communicative transactions
finds an interesting echo in an early text by

Richard Deacon, Silence, Exile, Cunning2, a

retrospective reflection on a series of drawings
made during his stayin America in 1978-79.

Deacon has described this particularyear as a

'turning point'3 in his development as an artist,

and the drawings in question, collectively titled

It's Orpheus When There's Singing, as providing
something akin to 'a grammar': as standing in

anticipation of the work that was to follow.

In America Deacon had read and re-read

Rainer Maria RiIke's Sonnets to Orpheus and in

the process found himself greatly attracted to the

poet's lyric conceptualization of'being' - grounded
in musicality, vocalization and the mobility and

independence of the body in dance. This seemed to

offer an antidote to the formal stiffness (Deacon's
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own words) of his earlier sculpture, and at the same

time provide for a different way of thinking about

the autonomy of the sculptural object.

Significantly, in Silence, Exile, Cunning,

Deacon situates his practice for the first time

firmly within the shared social realm determined

by language and he does so by metaphorizing the

making of work by reference to the making of

speech. 'Since speech is constitutive of ourselves

as human', he writes, 'to speak is both to cause the

world to be and to be oneself. At the same time,

speech is not a thing, but rather it is a product of

community, built bit by bit in discourse. Speech is

not nature like stone or rock; it is manufactured.

To make is also to bring into being, to cause there

to be something'4.

Even though in this short text, as elsewhere,

there are real difficulties in the way in which

Deacon deploys the language metaphor - drawing

for example, even when it is developed into a

systematic method, is no more capable of furnish-

ing a grammar than speech -this short extract

touches upon three central issues which are

importantto understanding his work thereafter.

Firstly, by making speech and, by implication,

facture - the making of things - a fundamental

attribute of human being; and by bringing the

making of works of art within this generalframe-

work, Deacon is being carefulto claim no more for

the objects of art than for any other category of

manmade thing. There is a strongly egalitarian

under-towto much of his thinking as an artist, and

underthis rubric, if under no other, he is insisting

that works of art enjoy the same status in broadly

human terms as newspapers, washing machines,

motorcars and buildings. They are all part and

parcel of the one reflexive relationship - that of

manufacture-linking the human subject to the

world at large. Making the world present to us and

ourselves present to the world. It could be that

Deacon is guilty of a degree of over-statement here,

since the world is present to us in a brute sense

even if we do not speak about it or act upon it.

Butin terms of providing a construction of the

work of art which hasan unequivocal social

dimension-which sees it as arising out of the

complex, communicative fabric given to human

societies - the pointis well made. And this brings

us to the second important issue.

Deacon makes it abundantly clear that he sees

speech as the vital connective tissue of community.

There is nothing exceptional about such a notion,

nor is it unreasonable to argue that the making of

things functions in a similar way. However, when

he then describes spoken discourse as something

'built bit by bit' and goes on to claim that speech is

'manufactured', a curious and highly significant

reversal occurs in the thrust of his metaphor.

Out of its very nature, spoken discourse is

never unitary. Neither is it constructed piece-meal,

sentence by sentence, in the manner of written

language. Itis a much more fluid and open-ended

affair involving a whole range of different modes

of physical communication. St. Augustine, in a

quotation much loved by Ludwig Wittgenstein

and used by him as the opening paragraph of

Philosophical Investigations', puts it very neatly

when he states that 'meaningful speech' is 'shown

by body movements, as if it were the natural

language of all peoples: the expression of the
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face, the play ofthe eyes, the movement of other

parts of the body, and the tone of the voice which

expresses our state of mind in seeking, having,

rejecting and avoiding things'. Before all else,

speech is a product of our bodylines, and the

inherent human tendency to conviviality.

Addressing a colloquium on 'Style'6, Barthes,

in a typically witty aside, described speech as

a 'congregation of communicators' beyond

the constraints of grammar and the reach of

conventional linguistics: the congregational

aspects of which 'remained to be described'.

Just exactly how speech manages to convey clear

and unambiguous meaning, then, is no simple

matter. Texts are self-evidently additive, unitized

assemblages of a linear kind, subjectto the

syntactical closure which meaningful sentences

demand, and with a locus in the abstract space of

the printed or written page. Speech, by contrast,

is more in the order of an 'incarnation' expanding

and moving within the social space. Certainly itis

not'built'in any sense; neitherisit'manufactured'.

In spoken discourse meaning resides as much in its

disjunctions, its truncations and its dislocations -

in a gesture ofthe hand, the involuntary twitch of a

muscle or a barely perceptible flicker ofthe eye - as

it does in those oral fragments which, in terms of

grammar, happen to be glued together properly:

the bits which make immediately transcribably,

continuous sense. In this respect, speaking tends

to reveal what writing purposefully seeks to hide:

the complex and genuinely mysterious, ontological

terrain out of which all meaning emerges-the

place of language itself.

Viewed in this light we might be forgiven

for concluding that writing is perhaps a more

appropriate referent through which to discuss

matters like 'building', 'manufacture' and the
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'making' of works of art. We might even be

excused the suspicion that Deacon is guilty of

making spoken discourse over again in the image

of his own working practices. But this would be

to mistake the serious purpose underlying his

statement.

Later writings show Deacon to be very

preoccupied with the problem of meaning. Most

especially he argues against the two extremes of

'literal' and 'epistolary' meaning: meaning which

subsists in a reification of the material facts of

the work, as it arises, forinstance, in Minimalist

sculpture; and the meaning which depends on

some kind of secondary text, validated through

the person of the artist acting as a ghost author.

Whatis also clear from Deacon's writings is that

he wishes meaning to arise from within the bounds

of social discourse, and for this he needs a theory

of making which is closely tied to the workings

of language. The critic and art historian Lynne

Cooke, in her essay Object Studies7- a catalogue

introduction to a series of works by Deacon

grouped under the title 'Art for Other People' -

quotes him, quoting Charles Harrison's book,

Empathy and Irony.

Sculpture mediates and models a notion of what

the world is like, a belief which owes much of its

embodimentin language as its objecthoodand

its material identity.

Harrison is quite correct of course, but the simple

fact of sculpture's'embodiment'in language

might not be considered sufficient guarantee

of'intentional' meaning.

Given that language is the very ground of

social being, just how does a work of art- a

sculpture in this case - in its specificity achieve

common recognition as a 'model' of whatthe world

is like? Is it, must it be, out of the artist's'intention'

to modelthe social world and to acceptthe burden

of responsibility for embodying its meanings, or

might it come aboutin some other way?

By temperament Deacon would most likely

choose the path of intention and responsibility,

but like many other artists of his generation who

trouble themselves with this question, he can also

see the pitfalls that lie in wait along the way. If

we are to take on board the generalthrustof his

metaphor we must conclude that he is particularly

afraid of the kind of closure which the intention

'to mean' demands: the punctum; the terminus;

the fullstop. Above all he wishes to reserve a space

forinnovation, and here we can see clearly why

he chooses to link the making of sculpture with

speaking rather than with writing. In spoken

discourse meaning is always open to negotiation,

and negotiation, in its turn, serves to situate

innovation - the making of new meanings - firmly

within the social domain. For Deacon, the space

in which meanings are made is a communal space,

and the artist's relations to it is an ethical one. It

is the very opposite of that free-wheeling space -

playground of the ego - in which the artist

rehearses and celebrates what Charles Altieri

has described as 'the metaphysics of an assumed

marginality'8.

And this brings us to the third key issue raised

by this fragment of Deacon's 'Orpheus' text: the

problem of'being'.

Some ten years later, in an interview with the

Yugoslavian critic Marjetica Potrc published in
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M'ARSmagazine9, Deacon seems to take a very

negative position in relation to the idea of'being'.

After a brief discussion on meaning in which he

argues that the Minimalists, far from solving the

problems of meaning, had only postponed it, he

goes on to discuss the experience of the work of

art and the relationship of experience to meaning.

He praises the Minimalists for having got rid of

the 'essentialist' notions associated with high

abstraction, and states that for him the question

of meaning is not about identifying the essence

of the work with a metaphysical experience like

'being' and that he tends to view such experiences

as 'contextual rather than absolute'. There appears

to have been a very significant shift in his thinking,

then, from the time that he made the Orpheus

drawings and wrote the commentary Sitence,

Exile, Cunning.

Closer examination, however, shows that this

shift is not as great as it first appears. Under the

sway of Rilkian poetics Deacon was unavoidably

caught up with the question of'being', and notjust

human 'being' or the 'being' of things in the world.

The very first stanza of Sonnets to Orpheus sets the

metaphysicaltone of Rilke's whole enterprise:

A tree ascending. 0 pure transcension!

0 Orpheus sings! 0 tall tree in the earl

All noise suspended, yet in that suspension what

a new beginning, beckoning, change, appear!10

Transcendence, transubstantiation, suspension,

the apparition of change; this is the stuff and

vocabulary of a metaphysical experience of'being':

the idea that there is something above, beyond or

outside of material circumstances; that matter

might be rendered ethereal, or vice versa; that the
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passage of time can be slowed down or even

stopped and the exact moment of change -

'"being" in the process of becoming' as Plato called

it- directly apprehended in the form of a ghostly

intimation of a different order of existence. Such

notions are the meat of Rilke's poetic vision, and

it is hard to imagine a close involvement with the

Sonnets of the kind which Deacon describes, which

at the same time rejects all of this. Nevertheless, it

is possible to detect a certain wariness on Deacon's

part as early as the Orpheus commentary.

It shows itself in a confusion or a reluctance

to confront certain very difficult questions with

regard to the constellation of meaning and

representation with autonomy. Writing about the

Orpheus drawings in his notebooks11 he says, for

example,'the drawings are intentionally extremely

representational' but that he has 'difficulty in

deciding of whattheyare representations'. And

the passage continues: 'This concerns their

reference. I have difficulty in corroborating their

reference with something. Except I have considered

Sonnets to Orpheusto be their subject'.

The question which is struggling to surface

here is unmistakably that of the work of art's

autonomy. How does the intention to represent

something square with the desire for autonomy in

the work of art? How does the work of art come to

represent something otherthan itself and at the

same time remain nothing but itself? And, more

pointedly, precisely what order of experience does

autonomy represent?

Deacon's preferred solution is to interject

the works themselves - in this case the finished

drawings - into the space between his intention to

represent something and the specificity of the

subject-Sonnets to Orpheus-'m the belief that

a representation might, will, has occurred, which

in no way depends upon the particularities of the

thing represented. It is rather like saying that

you can painta portrait of someone without

referring at all to their physical appearance; and

so you can, but only by recourse to things invisible.

The painting would have to refer to the'spirit',

'Psyche' or'being' of that person, where 'being'

is manifest through qualities other than their

physical characteristics. Picasso's retort when

Gertrude Stein complained that her portrait looked

nothing like her, comes to mind: 'No, but one day

you will look like it'. From Picasso's point of view

he had been concerned to representthe 'essential'

Gertrude Stein rather than Gertrude Stein as she

appeared in front of him. He therefore regarded

his portrait to be more'true'than one based on

appearances.

But Deacon is clearly very reluctant to resort

to this kind of explanation. As he readily admits,

for him itis one thread in a knot of theoretical

questions which he finds very difficult to untie. He

wishes to retain a more or less strong version of the

autonomy of the sculptural object without having

to ground this autonomy in a m eta physical a Iterity

like'being'and'otherness'. He wants his work to

be implicitly meaningful rather than 'textual': and

he wants to hold on to the possibility of intentional

representation without the sculptures themselves

being shaped in any obvious way by what they

represent.

In practice Deacon bridges this theoretical

lacuna by recourse to two key working principles:

Stuff Box Object

1970-71

Performance work
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the belief that work itself- his engagement with

the processes and means of manufacture - is its

own guarantee of meaning; and that both

representation and autonomy are realized in, are

determined by and in relationship to context. The

model he uses to achieve this theoretical bridging

is a theory of language, and here something of a

contradiction emerges. Deacon's approach to

language seems to bare some of the hallmarks of a

phenomenological way of thinking, and in

phenomenology the question of language is closely

tied to the question of'being'.

Viewed in the light of Deacon's early student

background, the mostintellectually formative

period of which was in the sculpture department at

St. Martin's School of Art between 1969 and 1972,

this trace of phenomenological thinking is in no

way surprising. At St. Martin's, Deacon worked in

what was known as the 'A' course; a course which

had been set up to provide an alternative way of

thinking about sculpture to the prevailing ethos of

the department: the perception-based, formal

approach of Anthony Caro andtheyounger'New

Generation' sculptors. The 'A' course employed

'behaviourist'teaching methods, and encouraged

the students to adopt a critical, even a sceptical

attitude towards traditional notions of sculpture-

making. The result was a wide variety of process-

based sculptural work, ranging from performances

to object-making which used materials as part of an

'event-structure' to arrive at a completed form.

Integral to the teaching of this course was an

approach to thinking which went beyond the

normal boundaries of art historical and critical

materialinto selective areas of general philosophy,

linguistics and psycho-analyticaltheory. Certain

writers and texts were from time to time deemed de

rigueur, among them Edward Giffin's Logical

Atomism, Edmund Husserl's Phenomenology of

Internal Time Consciousness and Maurice Merleau-

Ponty's Phenomenology of Perception, as well as

books by more fashionable writers like Marshall

McLuhan, Edward de Bono and R.D. Laing12. The

approach taken to this material was by no means

systematic, rather it served to institute a climate of

discourse with its own very distinctive vocabulary.

In this milieu Deacon was engaged mainly

with performance work, albeit work which had a

strongly material-based aspect. This was the time

of Stuff Box Object, 1970-71, a work which develo-

ped through several different stages; starting its

life as part of a communal student project,

progressing through a performance phase - during

which Deacon took up a foetal position, working

inside the box - and ending up as a process-based

sculptural object. As the critic Michael Newman has

pointed out, 5fr/fiF8ox06/ectinitiates many of the

issues and themes which surface in a different way

in Deacon's later work, in particular, 'it looked

forward to the way in which the sculpture was to

become both a literal object and a metaphorical

substitute for the person'13, an aspect of Deacon's

work we will need to return to later.

At this time too, Deacon was reading widely in

the field of general linguistics and in his last year at

St. Martin's wrote a paper linking language with

perception, or to be more precise'speaking' with

'looking' by way of description14. A notion which is

not far removed from the phenomenologicalterm

'self-showing'15, part of phenomenology's tendency
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to 'linguifaction'16: turning the world into Language.

More generally, the period of Deacon's

studentship at St. Martin's and his continued

involvement afterwards with the studio-based

performance group 'Many Deed' was a time of

intense material and procedural experimentation

as well as searching examination of himself and

the social world, including the nature and purpose

of works of art. It was already apparent that he was

gifted with great practicalintelligence: his hands

had little difficulty in accomplishing what his mind

thought. At St. Martin's he was encouraged to

challenge this facility and also to think in more

radical ways about the possibilities of sculpture as

an interventionary practice. Even so, in the midst

of all this questioning and experimenting, concerns

began to be established which were to surface in a

different form in his mature work. Two are worth

mentioning here: a fascination with the way in

which materials behave when they are subjected

to repetitive forming processes; and an obsessive

preoccupation with the unfamiliar, or more

precisely, with defeating in himself the'denial'

which the unfamiliar often provokes. In this

respect, a piece like Speak/Work Performance,

performed by'Many Deed'in 1974, out of the way

in which it used routine, repetition, disruption

and play-back, might be considered as something

of a model for the formal games and strategies

of making which Deacon engages with in his later

work. Writing in the Tate Gallery catalogue in

1983 he says of his working method:'I work with

materials in the most straightforward way. I do

not make plans. The activity is repetitious ... I

begin by shaping stuff... I may have something in

mind or I may not. There are often radical changes.

The unexpected happens. lam never sure whether

Ifinish thething I am making or whetheritfinishes

with me'.

Underlying these staccato, seemingly very

direct statements is a conception of sculpture as

both practice and object of a highly provocative,

even a revolutionary kind, and it has its origin in

the event structure aspect of performance work. It

opposes the'occasion of making'against the more

traditional notion of a pre-emptive creative vision;

'serialized fabrication' againstideated sculptural

form; 'repetitive action'against originalintuition;

and the'condition of possibility'against the

intention to reach a particular kind of sculptural

conclusion.

To return briefly to the Orpheus text. As we

have already observed, there is an important side
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to Deacon's thinking which seeks to hold the

making of works of art within the scope and reach

of a definition of'normal' human activity. And

to this end he invokes the generic category of

'things manufactured'.

Manufacture, the making of things, he argues

- and here he means all making, machine-made as

well as hand-crafted items; consumer durables as

well as sculptural objects - is to 'cause something',

it is to'bring it into being'. Once again, as a

generalization, the statementis beyond argument,

just as long as we pay no special attention to his use

of the term 'being'. If we put any weight at all on

the word 'being' the import of Deacon's statement

changes. No longer is it a straightforward

description but a reference to the existential root

of phenomenology as represented by the writings

of Martin Heidegger17. Looked at from this point

of view-and Deacon was reading Heidegger at

about this time-it is reasonable to assume that

he is implying more here than appears at first

sight, and at the same time avoiding an important

question of definition: just how do works of art

differ from other manufactured things; in what

sense might they be said to be special?

By making the metaphorical link between

speaking and facture; in claiming that speech is

man-made - he is carefulto point out, remember,

that it 'is not nature like stone or rock' - Deacon

would seem to be giving tacit recognition to two

and possibly three, quite distinct, notional

categories of'being': being in language; being in

nature; and more obliquely, being in culture. These

categories, of course, are not unrelated, on the

contrary, our construction of the natural world as

well as the cultural, is made from within language,

since language has no boundaries and so permits

of no exterior space. In Heidegger's now classic

formulation: 'Language does not need to be

founded, for it is what founds'w. In this important

respect, 'beingness', in as far as we are able to

know it through language, is indeed, indivisible.

All things, whether natural or man-made, are

incorporated into the work and 'being' of language.

All things partake in what Michel Foucault has

called the 'illusionary inwardness' of language -

our subjectivity - and the process of reconciliation

this demands of us vis a vis our experience of the

external world. But this is to speak of language only

on the onto logical level: it is to speak of Language

with a capital'L';thefoundationalterrain which

allows 'languages' to become intelligible one to

another. And viewed from this site, to 'bring into

being' is neither more or less than to 'bring to

consciousness'. The question of how things come

into consciousness, how they describe themselves

to us - in which particular language or by what

manner of usage - is the critical one. Indeed, it is

not overstating the case to say that it is this aspect

of language which provides the essential ground

for the hermeneutic work of all changing and lively

cultures.

Ludwig Wittgenstein in the posthumously

published fragments Zettel, touches upon this

question when he writes:'Do not forget that a

poem, even though itis composed in the language

of information, is not used in the language game

of giving information'19. A poem by Sylvia Plath,

then, though it uses the same lexicon and rules of

grammar as a Government circular explaining how
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to go about claiming housing benefit, by the way

in which it engages with language declares itself

to be absolutely other to it. It deploys the panoply

of linguistic means differently and for palpably

different ends.

As Michel Foucault has argued, although as

human beings we are possessed of the strong

impression that language is internalto us - an

interior faculty of some kind by means of which we

negotiate our relationship with the external world

- in fact the opposite is the case. Language starts

from outside with the world of realthings. The word

is as much an object as the thing or state of affairs

to which it refers, free to detach and relocate itself

within new configurations of meaning, and poetic

rhetoric depends crucially upon this mobility. The

possibility of using many words for the same object;

several expressions to describe the same mood or

state of mind; new and different ways of speaking

about ordinary things such as will lift them into

the realm of the extraordinary, is the necessary

precondition of the poetic text. Poetry works with,

indeed it is a celebration of this arbitrariness in

language. While the functional, communicative,

administrative text closes down the space between

the sign and the signified, seeks to preserve the

illusion of a necessary relatedness on behalf of

objectivity or clarity, the poetic text opens it up,

uses it as a site for the play of individual subjec-

tivity in writer and reader alike. Where the rhetoric

of the instrumentaltext pretends a fixed relation

between words and world, poetic rhetoric sees this

relation as one which must be forged over and over

again in the engine of the individualimagination.

To bring the example closer to home, and in a

more complex form. Deacon, who in his notebooks

describes himself as a'fabricator', uses the

language - forms, configurations and methods of

making and building - we tend to associate with

processes of manufacture, technical engineering,

furniture construction and industrial pattern-

making. His sculptures derive their surface detail

from these various processes, which results in a

complicated play of what he called 'resonance'

and 'equivalence'20. They resonate other levels of

meaning and refer analogously to other things in

the world. At the same time they have a strong

sense of identity as autonomous works of art. A

work like Blind, Deaf and Dumb, for example, one

of the two related works made for his Serpentine

Gallery exhibition of 1985, looks very much like a

piece of industrial ducting; More Light, 1987-88,

has the appearance of an abandoned piece of space

technology; and the sardonically titled Never Mind,

commissioned forthe Middelheim sculpture park,

Antwerp (Belgium) and installed in 1993, looks like

a huge wooden former of the kind that might be

used to spin a large metal vessel or panel-beat

something like an engine-housing. However, while

they might be said to resemble certain familiar

things - while they seem to make connection with

objects that we know from other contexts - they do

Blind, Deaf and Dumb B

1985
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Gallery, Hyde Park, London
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I

not represent them in a straightforward way.

Deacon's use of the term'equivalence', in as far

as it seems to suggest a hyphenation of the word

'representation', is important here. His sculptures

tend to 're-present' carefully selected aspects of

familiar things as a part of their linguistic array

ratherthan serving to specify the sculpture as a

singular representation. 'Equivalences', in this

respect, are not authorized directly by the artist,

but authorize themselves in the mind of the viewer

as a transaction in language. Furthermore, these

resemblances or 'equivalences' as Deacon calls

them are a function of only one kind of language

deployed in the making of the sculpture; we might

describe it as a technical or instrumental language.

And this in turn is overlaid upon another very

different kind of language. This second language

we might call 'poetic' language since it is centrally

concerned with the aesthetic play of material

manipulation and material forms. The ruggedness

and immediacy which often characterizes the

working of poetic language in Deacon's sculptures -

the feeling thatthey have been wrestled into

existence rather more quickly than their scale or

detailing would permit - gives to them their very

distinctive charge.

To some degree these languages displace and

modify each other. The technical language enters

the aesthetic domain as a mark of excess; as a

decorative overload. And this surplus of technical

detail, in turn, serves to de-sublimate the aesthetic

and formal aspects of the work, returning it to and

holding it firmly within the bounds of human

labour. We could describe this transaction as a

redistribution of language, a transmigration of

characteristic usages, and in some respects this

is precisely what it is. But itis also importantto

recognize that this is not a simple homogenizing

process. The result is never a true amalgam.

Redistribution happens across a gap, a fault-line

which draws into itself the viewing subject as an

active agentin the making of meaning. Most

importantly, it is in this linguistic gap that the

identity of the object as a work of art - rather than

any other kind of manufactured thing-is first

negotiated. Atthe heart of this exchange, the

pivot around which this double play of languages

is organized, there lies a characteristic argument

aboutthe nature of sculpturalform. We might

describe it as a dialectic between inside and outside

as well as between volumetric, spatial structure and

what Deacon calls 'lump': the solid, fully rounded,

no-nonsense sculptured object.

As we have already remarked, reading Rilke's

sonnets and making the Orpheus drawings started

Deacon thinking in a new way aboutthe autonomy

of sculpture. The works exhibited at The Gallery on

Acre Lane immediately priorto his trip to America21

seemed to be studiedly earth-bound, their form

ponderous in its construction and static in the

way in which it engaged with space. The several

unfitted works which followed his return from the

States had a very different feel to them. They

enjoyed a more active relationship with the floor

and with the space in which they stood. Indeed,

Unfitted, 1980, a large, curvilinear, open structure

made of laminated strips of plywood jointed with

steel, might be considered a seminal work since it

manifests many of the procedural characteristics

which Deacon returns to over and over again in the

Installation, The Gallery, Brixton,

London

1978

top, I. tor., Unfilled, 1978;

Unfilled, 1975; Unfilled,

1977-78

bottom, I. to r., Unfilled, 1976,

Unfilled, 1977; Unfilled,1975

Like a Bird

1984

Laminated wood
Approx. 300x600 x 500 cm
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has its own very specific brand of formal integrity.

While it sits upon the ground it does not seem to

have been builtin relationship to it: ratheritseems

to spring from it. Taken together these qualities

makeitthe genuine precursor of the other great

laminated works; pieces like For Those Who Have

Ears, 1983; Blind, Deaf and Dumb, 1985; Double

Talk, 1987; and Breed, 1989.

But this early work, Unfitted, 1980, is

significant for another and perhaps more

important reason: it seems to have inaugurated

the dialectic of inside and outside in a new way.

The work implies a closure but is also possessed

of a strong invitational aspect, reaching out and

beckoning the spectator to enter its interior space.

The possibility of effecting such an entrance is

signalled by a tear-shaped opening-it is almost a

schematically drawn vagina. Negotiation between

inside and outside is given a distinctly erotic edge,

an edge which allows us to approach the question

of'being' from a different direction.

Eros is unmistakably present when 'being'

and 'other' are broughtinto a particular geometry

of relationship. It might be described as both a

'coming together' and a 'holding apart'; a proximity

in which a distance is integrally maintained. The

deep pathos which Eros commands is made up of

Untitled

1980

Laminated wood

300x289.6x289.6 cm
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For Those Who Have Ears No 2

1983

Laminated wood

274x366x153 cm

Collection, Tate Gallery, London

following pages, Double Talk

1987

Laminated wood

245x855x305 cm

this closeness and this duality. Immanuel Levinas

describes this alterity with great predsion by means

of the linked and hyphenated phrases, 'being-in-

one's-skin, having-the-other-in-one's-skin'22. The

comma stands between, binds together and holds

apart. The skin, as container, becomes a site for

oscillation and substitution.

With Eros in tow, then, 'bringing into being'

goes beyond mere cognition; beyond the selfish

pleasure we routinely derive from sensible exchange

with things in the world - our own 'being' is

implicated. Deacon himself remarks upon this kind

of dynamic substitution in an interview with the

curator Julian Heynen. The spectator, he suggests,

is 'in the position of feeling occasionally outside

and occasionally inside the sculpture ...the feeling

of being engulfed by the object you are looking at

does change the subject/object relationships ...

one has the sense of becoming, on occasion, the

object of the sculpture as much as the sculpture

is object for you'23. 'Engulfed'-taken over by,

submerged within - seems to suggest more than

a simple switching of the relationship between

subject and object: it suggests a dissolving of

the distinction altogether. Certainly it proposes

a state of being with the work that cannot be

encompassed by a term like 'looking at'.

Another way in which Deacon describes this

alternating relationship between the sculpture

and the viewer is as 'private engagement' and

he qualifies this by adding 'as if with another

person'24. Furthermore he attributes this kind of

intimate 'engagement' to the larger sculptures
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These Are the Facts

1987-88

Hardboard, mild steel, carpet,

phosphor bronze

200x195x133 cm

ratherthan the smaller works which comprise the

Art for Other People series. The experience offered

by these works is more 'public' and has something

of the quality of a 'conversation' about it. Once

again 'engagement' seems to suggest some kind

of encapsulation, a loosing of the self to the work,

a wrapping up of the subject/object duality within

an experience of solitude; while 'conversation'

proposes a more open and objective relationship

taking place as part of the discourse of community.

This seeming reversal of our expectations with

regard to public and private space raises another

fascinating question in the domain of language.

Is the language of'engagement' occasioned by

the large sculptures the same as that inaugurated

as'conversation' by the smaller ones, and if not,

in what sense might it be said to be different?

And more pointedly: given the alterity of erotic

substitution which characterizes our 'engagement'

with the larger pieces, does connective, communally

constitutive language enter into the equation at

all, or are we in the presence of an entirely different

order of discourse?

Significantly, the notion of autonomy in the

Orpheus story finds its most powerful representa-

tion in theimage of Orpheus' decapitation. His

head is torn from his body while he is still speaking,

and it continues to speak even after it has been

thrown into the river. Indeed, Orpheus' voice

remains audible long after his head has floated

out of sight. Eurydice, the subject of his adoration

and his lamentation,, has long since shaded away

into the gross darkness of the underworld. To

whom then is Orpheus' severed head addressing

itself and on whose behalf?
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Surely in this brutally separated, continuously

vocal head, song, speech, language itself is quite

literally disembodied. The voice is driven by its

own momentum into the beyond of language, to

the outer reaches of reality, to the very edge of the

unreal, and there, separated from the community of

bodies, it becomes its own delicate affirmation. In

this utterly 'other' place, the head speaks sweetly

to itself in its own tongue. It has only to convince

itself of the truth of its own descriptions: it has only

to persuade itself of the validity of those sadnesses

and delights which animate its inner world. Thus

it is that Orpheus' decapitation represents an

extreme form of autonomy within the domain of

language: the possibility of an utterance which is

'of and 'for'itself; a retreat from the language as a

routing affirmation of community into the solitary

space of one's own 'being'.

The disembodiment which entrance into

this solitary place implies is precisely that of an

'engagement' in which the duality of subject and

object, the distinction between 'self and the

'other', is dissolved. From within, this solitude

has the appearance of the absolute, butin reality

its offer is, in the very strictest sense, that of an

'engagement' which in turn necessitates a 'dis-

engagement': we can enteritand leave it at will.

It is in this respectthe opposite of'conversation'.

Conversations begin and end; they are interrupted

orthey are concluded. Either way they are

sufficient unto themselves; they carry with them

no promise of continuity. 'Engagement' by

contrast, suggests thatthereis always something

there to be engaged with, something to return to;

a different order of discourse, a different quality

of experience. And because engagement's

instigated in solitude it can only be shared

paradigmatically. We might all have the same

experience, but the attribution of'sameness' can

never be tested without recourse to the guarantee

afforded by common language and common usage.

The encapsulation which 'engagement' works with

gives no such guarantee and needs none, so

intense is the experience it provides.

Deacon's larger sculptures exerdse a very

different version of sculptural presence to the

smaller works which comprise the Art for Other

People series. In part, this is out of intention:

Deacon intends the small works to function

differently; he intends them to occupy the world

in a more matter-of-fact way. Lynne Cooke,in

her catalogue essay introducing these works,

puts it very succinctly when she writes: 'In these

small pieces Deacon can be said to be proposing a

singular alternative to the homeless state endemic

to much modernist sculpture, undermining the

social isolation of sculpture as a fine art by seeking

out spaces in which the discourse of high art is

traditionally absent'25. But Deacon's intention

to difference is only part of the story. There is

something about the way in which he uses scale in

conjunction with different strategies of making,

which brings the larger sculptures more into

the domain of bodily sensation than mental

apprehension. Addressing sculptural objects we

tend in any case to 'look at' small things and 'look

into' larger ones - where 'into' might be taken to

mean a peripatetic investigation as well as the

movementinto orthrough something. In Deacon's

case this 'looking into' is greatly enhanced by the

opposite

top left,

Art for Other People No 10

1984

Galvanized steel, linoleum

40 x 90 x 90 cm

top right,

Art for Other People No 13

1984

Stainless steel, linoleum

47x96.5x9 cm

bottom [eft,

Art for Other People No 12

1984

Marble, leather

42 x 35 x 20 cm

bottom right,

Art for Other People No 17

1985

Galvanized steel, linoleum

122x152.5x46 cm
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1993
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way in which he fabricates his work: the studied use

of open form as in the elaborately constructed What

Could Make Me Feel This Way A, 1993; and forms

which are self-evidently not solid but are built as a

skin, of which the most dramatic example is Struck

Dumb made in 1988. Even when he chooses to use

solid form as with Distance No Object No 2,1989,

the mass or'lump'as Deacon calls it is constructed

from the inside out, and its exterior surface - its

skin - functions as a graphic record, a mapping of

its internal complexities. In oneway or another, all

of Deacon's larger sculptures describe and

articulate an interior space and by doing so invite a

particular kind of 'interjection' on the part of the

spectator. The viewer is required to make an

imaginary journey into the interior of the work, and

once this process of'interjection' has occurred,

once the viewer has taken possession of this

interior, then theinrush of contextual materialis

held at bay and a state of identification is achieved

which is morephysicalthan linguistic. As it is with

the inward experience of our own body, the viewer

is in an important sense 'unvoiced'. Once inside,

there is no'other', there is no one to speak to,

no one to hear. Paradoxically, if we are to describe

this experience of inwardness, we must first of all

withdraw from it, and this act of withdrawal is a

withdrawal'into'the world of constitutive language.

For this reason the adequacy of our description

must always be in doubt.

We have already touched upon the way in

which Deacon's sculpture utilizes the interface

between two very different languages - the

instrumental and the poetic - and shown how the

What Could Make Me Feel This

Way A

1993

Pencil, ballpoint pen on graph

paper

21x30 cm

nfol^ng pages,

Wh«Could Make Me FeelThls
Way A

1993
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identity of the object as a work of artis first

negotiated in the gap which opens up between

the two. The play between 'inside' and 'outside',

so characteristic of Deacon's work in as far as it

asks a fundamental question about the efficacy

of Language to deaLwith all aspects of our

experiencing works of art, tends to function as

another, similar kind of alterity. This time it is

inescapably an alternating movement between

'being' and 'other': between the eroticized,

undifferentiated site of desire - the 'before', if

you like, the desire has been put into words - and

the sodal world as it is shaped by and through

the intricate play of different languages. Surface

detail, the skin and the metaphorizing of the

sculpture as body allows for an outwardly inflected

reading as well as an inwardly inflected one. The

former, by its nature, is highly conventionalized.

Itisa reading, embedded in context and subject

to the normative experiences which context offers.

In this sense it serves chiefly to reinforce the notion

of sculpture as a publictransaction. The latter, the

inwardly inflected state of reading, is emptied of

customary meanings; it yields up no comfortable

assumptions about world, self, or other. Reading

occurs in an anachronic space in which the only

consistency is an inconstant self and the welter of

desires which self represents. But itis important to

emphasize that these two types of identification are

experienced as an alterity and not as an opposition.

Levinas'formulation,'being-in-one's-skin, having-

the-other-in-one's-skin', describes a two-way

passage between 'inside' and 'outside'; one that

allows for an inner experience of an outwardly

apprehended 'other', and conversely, allows us to

project the intimate experience of'being in and

by oneself into some 'other thing' situated in the

outside world. This process of exchange is the root

and ground of the work of art's autonomy.

While this pressing duality might be described

as 'trans-physical', it need not necessarily amount

to something'metaphysical'. Certainly it does not

depend upon the transcendent notion of'being'

of the kind that we find described in the opening

stanzas of RiIke's Sonnets to Orpheus. But it does

pose a radical question to the exclusive definition

of the work of art, which makes it out to be con-

structed entirely from within bounds set by socially

constitutive languages. Indeed, it suggests that

there is a relational aspect to our apprehension of

things which precedes language both as a system

and sign - in other words in the Barthian sense.

If wearetotake Barthes'idea ofthe'musicof

meaning'seriously, then it can only be seen as

something that we all carry with us as part of our

baggage as sensible subjects. Meaning must then

be'caused', must arise out of desire, or, more

precisely, out of the ontologicaljoining of'being'

with language asitisfirstmanifestin desire.

Furthermore, the work of art must find its point

of origin in this triangular constellation. It must

speak on its behalf more or less directly and by

doing so establish its absolute difference to all

other 'manufactured' things.

Paradoxically, this idea that there is

something in the presence of a work of art which

stands in a problematic relation to the routine

constructions of everyday language is signalled

mostclearlyin thewayin which Deacon uses

titles. He chooses phrases which themselves are
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Fish Out of Water

1986-87

Laminated hardboard

245x350x190 cm

Collection, Hirshhorn Museu

Sculpture Garden, Washingtot, „

possessed of a high degree of autonomy-verbal

asides, figures of speech, vernacular usages -

which are immediately recognizable and have an

independent, almost closed identity. Deacon's

titles tend to produce a quality of silence around

themselves. Almost they turn written language

against itself through the deployment of a

whole battery of closure devices: a rapid and

irreversible slide from word into image (Nose to

Nose); the use of onomatopoeia (Struck Dumb,

Double Talk); tautological doubling (Feastforthe

Eye); cryptic nomination (Breed); self-referencing

(What Could Make Me Feel This Way, The Back of My

Hand); contradiction between word and image

(Like a Snail); and personal asides (0.7"., The

Interior Is Always More Difficult J.H.). Not only do

these devices allow the titles to stand to one side

of the sculptures they name, but they isolate them

in languagetoo. Ratherthan qualifying the works

verbally they function more like an appendix, an

addendum or a footnote. They are neither essential

to the apprehension of the sculpture nor do they

serve to complete its meaning. In fact they occupy

a different conceptual space altogether. Once again

Deacon seems to be refusing to wrap things up,

refusing homogenization. He is quite deliberately

bringing things together and holdingthem apart at

one and the same time. The conjoining of word with

object is offered, butit must be negotiated by the

viewer as a part of their engagement with the work:

and this time the negotiation is between language

and its 'other' - the 'before' of language - rather

than one involving languages of different kinds.

Deacon's sculpture, then, works with two very

different versions of autonomy. One, we might call

Survey

Kiss and Tell

1989

Epoxy, plywood, steel, timber

176x226x170 cm

Collection, Ar tsCounci lof Grea

Britain, London
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Lock

1990

Laminated hardboard, aluminium,

vinyl

242x382x301 cm

Collection, Weltkunst Foundation,

Zurich

'the autonomy of the Orphic head' and the other,

demonstrated clearly in the way in which he

attaches titles, we might describe as an erasure

of the background noise of language. The first of

these reveals itself through an attitude to forming

which denies even the vestiges of the secure

anchorage which, in its least disguised form,

figured historically as the plinth. In most cases

Deacon's sculptures consist of'rolling'forms which

are shown in particular configurations but which

always carry with them the suggestion that they

might have fallen to the ground differently. This

qualityis mostapparentin a work like Lockmade

in 1990. But it is also present to some degree in

the sculptures which are clearly built in relation to

the ground-plane, of which Border, 1991, is a good

example, orthe more architectural Thelnteriorls

Always More Difficult Gfirst exhibited atthe Lisson

Galleryin 1992. In both cases the turning ofthe

base-edge ofthe work proposes an independence

or even a separation from the ground which is

entirely opposite to the causal, gravitational

relationship which governs most sculpture. The

second form of autonomyis one of nomination:

privileging certain carefully selected words or

phrases in such a way as to detach them from

customary patterns of language and usage, thereby

creating a 'meaningful' silence around them which

allows them to be floated across the gap between

language and object. The initial separation in both

of these strategies occurs in relation to context.

One gives the sculpture as object something of

the character of an event, the surprising nature of

which subsists in its sense of something having just

occurred in this place and no other. The other - the

The Back of My Hand No 5

1986

Galvanized steel, mixed media

250x150x20 cm

The Interior Is Always More

Difficult G

1992

Aluminium, polycarbonate

239x350x50 cm
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Border

1991

Wood, welded PVC

48x335x171 cm

Collection, Fonds Nationald'Art

Contemporain, Paris

nominative - casts the sculpture as an emergence,

a coming into focus as a bearer of specific meaning,

detached from the general flux of meaning given

by language.

This insistence upon the play between the

sculpture as object and name, and context as an

interactive social space, sets Deacon very much

apart from the rest of the sculptors of his own

generation. Most especially it has provided him

with real social and philosophical grounds for

intervening in the public space and the large-scale.

Publicly commissioned works like Nose to Nose,

Beginning to End made for the Glasgow Garden

Festival in 1988, and Moor, 1990 commissioned for

the Victoria Park bridge Plymouth, as part of the

'New Work for Different Places: Four Cities' project,

take the idea of public sculpture far beyond that of

the decorative addition to plaza architecture.

Deacon's public works function as a real and

highly provocative intervention in relationship both

to architecture and landscape. They are not easy

on the eye, neither do they carry the affirmation

of the monument. They tend to focus more upon

issues arising out of the context itself, to function

contrapuntallyin relationship to factors like social

dereliction and urban decay.

Deacon has been described as the inheritor

of the tradition of British sculpture represented

historically by Barbara Hepworth and Henry

Moore, and his increasing involvementin public

commissions has contributed to this attribution.

But we can see from what has gone before that

this connection is at best superficial and at worst

downright misleading. His work stands very much

apart from the tradition of high abstraction
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espoused by Hepworth, and in radical opposition

to the 'picturesque', nature-focused abstraction

we associate with Moore. If there is a link to be

made, it is best negotiated through theinfluence

on British sculpture of the constructivist Naum

Gabo. Like Deacon, Gabo was interested in a wide

range of different discourses bridging the gap

between art and science: philosophy; mathematics;

architecture; design; and most especially advances

in the social and natural sciences. And these

interests helped shape the conceptual ground as

well as the material look of his work. Like Deacon

also, there is a clear dialectic of contrasting

languages at work in Gabo's objects linking the

poetic with the technical: a very refined 'sensual'

side to the work and a more rigorous 'hard' side.

In this respect, a sculpture like Spiral Theme

(Penetrated Variation), 1937-40, worked on by

Gabo over a three year period, in its attitude to the

making of sculptural form and by the wayin which

Gabo opens up the centre of the form bears some

comparison with a Deacon work like Body o/

Thought, 1988, or with Under My Skin made in

1990. Gabo's Red Stone, 1964-65 seems to share

some of the sculptural concerns addressed by

Deacon in works [\keSkirt, 1989, and Coat, 1990.

There are some grounds for connecting him with

the constructive lineage of modern sculpture as

itis represented by a figure like Gabo - certainly

Deacon would identify closely with Gabo's much

quoted dictum, 'theimages man constructs

determine the shape of the universe about us'.

Furthermore the early influence of artists like

Phillip King and more especially William Tucker,

who himself taught alongside the British

constructivist Kenneth Martin at Goldsmith's

College prior to his time at St. Martin's, might

be seen as reinforcing this connection. However,

we must be careful not to tie his work into it too

directly. Constructivism is pre-eminently a part

of the Modernist, scientific Utopian view.

Deacon, on the other hand, is quintessential^

the Postmodern artist. He belongs to no tendency

or movement. He shares no stylistic concerns even

far left, Naum Gabo

SpiralTheme (Penetrated Version)

1937-40

Bronze

Collection, Tate Gallery, London

left, Barbara Hepworth

Conoid, Sphere and Hollow II

1937

Marble

Nose to Nose, Beginning to End

1988

2 steel parts on concrete base

160 x 190 x 120m

Installation, Glasgow Garden

Festival
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Body of Thought No l(deta

1987-88

Aluminium, screws

280x864x419 cm

Body ofThought No 2

1988

Aluminium, cardboard, galvanised

steel, copper, rivets

248x300x258 cm

Collection, Museum van

Hedendaagse Kunst, Antwerp

with the British sculptors of his own generation:

Tony Cragg, Anish Kapoor, BillWoodrow, Richard

Wentworth and the rest. It is intrinsic to the

condition of Postmodernity that artists, freed

from the progressive, programmatic aspect of

Modernism, are at liberty to choose their own

style. Nowhere was this freedom of choice more

clearly demonstrated than at the re-opening of

the Middelheim sculpture parkin Antwerp, when

Deacon was shown alongside five other European

sculptors who, with the exception of the Belgian

artist Panamarenko, were of his own generation:

the Spanish sculptor Juan Munoz; the Germans

Harald Klingelholler and Thomas Schutte, and the

Danish painter and sculptor Per Kirkeby. Atthe

Level of content there were connections to be made.

For example, Deacon might be said to share an

interest in the interface between technology and

the naturalsdences with Panamarenko; a concern

for language with Klingelholler and Schutte; an

interestin architecture with Kirkeby; an intention

to activate social space with Schutte and Munoz.

But these shared interests manifest themselves

in radically different sculptural forms. There is

no evidence of a collegiate working method or

sculptural style. There is no over-arching idea

about what art or more particularly sculpture

should be or Looks like. The climate of ideas he

inhabits is very much after structuralism and after

what has been called 'the linguistic turn' in modern

philosophy. If he were to believe in Utopia at all, it

would most likely be a Utopia of the Barthian kind,

a Utopia of discourse. If he were to permit himself

to dream, it would be a Barthian dream in which the

fragmentation which characterizes contemporary
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Installation,Galleria Locus Solus,

lM,oanA, Under My Skin, 1990

•Band of Gold, 1990

culture would be dissolved into a unifying play of

language. More importantly, in the more specialized

context of contemporary art, Deacon is very much a

post-Minimal artist-using the term literally rather

than art historically-throughout his writings he

casts his work in a critical relationship to artists

like Carl Andre and Donald Judd. In some respects

he sees himself working to correct some of the

reductive errors of Minimalism, especially with

regard to its formal strictures and its endemic

'materialism'.

But Deacon's contribution to contemporary

sculpture goes a great dealfurtherthan can be

summed up by reference to a slender thread of art

historical argument. As we have seen he is first

and foremost a thinking artist who is determined

to keep a lot of difficult historical, social and

theoreticalissues in play. He wishes to hold onto

the notion of sculpture as an exemplary practice

given to him out of its tradition and its history,

but he wants atthe same time to maintain it as a

strong site for innovation. He sees it as part of his

responsibility as an artist to connect his practice

to the'horizontal culture'26, rather than being

content to sit comfortably within the protective

fold of a privileged discourse. Before all else he

wants to take account of the post-critical debate

without losing the sculpture as objectto the

shifting sands of fashionable discursive practices.

Cover

1990

MDF, copper

182.8x335.2x122 cm

Collection, Akron Art Museum,

Ohio

below, Thomas Schiitte

Casino

1990

Wood, acrylic, 25 gouache on

paper drawings

Table, 172x172 x 102 cm

Casino, 122 x 110 x 100 cm

Gouache drawings,

50x65 cm each

bottom, Harald Klingelholler

Die Furchtverlalltihren

Gegenstand und gehtiiberin Mass

(Fear Leaves Its Object and Turns

into Hate)

1993

Installed, Open-Air Museum of

Sculpture Middelheim
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